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This thesis reports on a simulation study of parametric and nonparametric
procedures for obtaining confidence intervals for the logarithm of the probability a
serru-markov process enters a particular state before a fixed time t. Three estimators
and confidence interval procedures are proposed and compared. The different
estimators use different amounts of information about the process. The maximum
likelihood estimator and its normal confidence interval procedure uses the most; the
estimator based on the empirical distribution function of the observed first passage
times uses the least. An estimator based on an exponential approximation to the
survivor function of the first passage time uses an intermediate amount of information;
confidence intervals for the last estimator are obtained using jackknife and bootstrap
procedures. The maximum likelihood procedure is the most efficient if the underlying
model is correct. If the model is not correct the empirical survivor function estimator
appears to be best for small times and the estimator based on the exponential
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. OBJECTIVES
Finite state space semi-Markov models find application in a variety of areas such
as queueing theory, reliability, and clinical trials. The application of these models often
centers on the distribution of a first-passage time to a state or a set of states
representing for example the lifetime of a system or marking the end of a busy period
for a server. Suppose that the observations of the path of the semi-Markov process are
all that is known about the process.
This thesis reports the results of a simulation experiment to compare various
parametric and nonparametric estimators of the natural logarithm of the probability a
semi-Markov process does not enter a particular state before a given fixed time t. In
what follows we will use "In probability" for " natural logarithm of the probability ".
The specific semi-M-arkov model and estimators considered are given in Chapter II.
Chapter III contains the details of the simulation experiment and results. Conclusions
from the study are given in Chapter IV.
B. SCOPE OF THE THESIS
The purpose of this thesis is to use simulation to compare estimators and their
confidence intervals for the In probability a particular semi-Markov process does not
enter a particular state before a given fixed time t. The particular semi- Markov model
and estimators considered are given in Chapter II. A simulation study comparing bias
and standard errors for these estimators was reported in Gallagher (1986) [Ref. 1]. In
this thesis, we are primarily interested in comparing confidence interval procedures.
An estimation procedure which uses the least information about the semi-
Markov process uses the empirical distribution of the observed first passage times. An
estimation procedure which uses the most information is to assume a parametric form
for the sojourn time distribution in each state and a transition matrix to describe the
transition between states; the parameters of the sojourn time distribution and
transition probabilities can be estimated using maximum likelihood. An estimation
procedure requiring less information uses nonparametric estimators of the sojourn time
distributions and the maximum likelihood estimators for the transition probabilities.
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In many cases, parametric assumptions concerning the sojourn time distribution
are difficult to justify. It was demonstrated in Park (1986) [Ref. 2] that incorrect
parametric assumptions may lead to very biased estimators. Hence, a nonparametric
estimation procedure may be preferred to a parametric one when actual data is used.
However, the nonparametric procedure can be expected to be less efficient than a
parametric one provided the parametric model is correct.
The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter II, the nature of the problem is
described and several parametric and nonparametric confidence interval estimation
procedure are introduced. In Chapter III, the simulation experiment is described and
results are given. Conclusions drawn from the simulation study are given in Chapter
IV.
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II. NATURE OF THE PROBLEM
A. DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM
The semi-Markov process model used in the simulations to compare the
estimators is as follows.
Suppose we observe N individuals. Let X
t
(i) be the state of the i-th individual
at time t. We will assume [X
t
(i), t^ 0} 1=1, 2,...., N, are independent semi-
Markov processes with three states ( 0, 1, 2 } having the same distribution as [X* . t2:
0}. All individuals start at t = in state 1, (X Q = 1). An individual stays in state 1 for
a random length of time having distribution function Fj. Upon leaving state 1. the
process transitions to state with probability 9 and to state 2 with probability 1-9 .
If the process transitions to state 2. it spends a random length of time there having
distribution function F . From state 2, the process transitions to state I with
probability I. State is an absorbing state. Once in it, the individual never leaves.
For all individuals, the entire path of transitions and sojourn times are observed
until the time of absorption in state (Fig. 2.1).
Let
D = inf{t> 0, X
t
=0},
be the entrance time to state (or the time of death).
The problem is to estimate the logarithm of the first passage time survivor
function P (D>t} for fixed time t from the data obtained by observing the N
individuals.
B. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS
Two estimators for P^D>t] will be described in this section. They are the
maximum likelihood estimator and the asymptotic renewal estimator from a paper by













Figure 2.1 Transition State Step (Sojourn Time).
1. Maximum Likelihood Estimate for Continuous Time Markov Chain
In this subsection, the maximum likelihood estimator for P(D> t) will be given
for the special case in which the sojourn time in state i is exponentially distributed
with mean l,p- (i= 1, 2).
Let R be the number of transitions from 1 to 2 for one individual. The log
likelihood function for the individual is
L = R In (1-0) + In 8 + R In p- (eqn 2.1)
+ ( 1 + R ) In p 1 - p ] T l - p 2T2
where T- (i= 1,2) is the total time spent in state i before death

















Further R is geometric {0} so E{R} = (1 - 0)/6. Since the N individuals are
independent, the maximum likelihood estimators using the data for all N individuals
are
a N
G = — (eqn 2.5)
N + R






= t- (eqn 2.7)
where R is the total number of transitions from 1 to 2 for all N individuals and T. is
i
the total time spent in state i for the N individuals. For the estimators based on data
for all N individuals.
Var {$} = I (0) [ (eqn 2.8)
Var {p*} = I ( Pl )
l (eqn 2.9)













= NE{—j-J (eqn 2.13)
with N being the number of individuals.
Let D be the time of entrance to state for an individual. Fix t and put
S = S(t) = P {D>t};
then
^ + P-> . « ^i + P^ Op,









) P- (eqn 2.14)
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where Ap A-, are the roots of the equation





A parametric estimator for S(t), the survival function, is
A A A AAAAA
A k^ + p., K. + p^ 0p,
PM (D>t}= { - a
- EXP(M - EXP^t) \ Vl }^ (eqn 2.16)
A.^ A, A , "A.»
where A, and A-, are roots of the equation
AAA A A
,
0P,P-> + y (P, + P-0 + y~ = . (eqn 2.17)
Since the maximum likelihood estimators are uncorrected, the asvmptotic
A A
variance ofP^ [D> t) , which will be denoted by Var^j, is approximately
VarM !PM !D>t}|0.p 1 .p 2 ] (eqn 2.18)
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= Var {6} (BS:dQ).
2 + Var {p { } KdSidp^
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The asymptotic variance of In P^ {D>t} = Var^ / (Py (D>t})ib.
2. Asymptotic Renewal Estimator
This subsection describes an estimation procedure for P (D> t), which is based
on an exponential approximation to the survivor function P{D>t}. Details of the
approximation which is obtained by asymptotic renewal theoretic results is given in
Jacobs [Ref. 3]. The approximation improves as t becomes larger.
A
Let 9 = N , (N + R ) be the maximum likelihood estimator of (equation
A
2.5). Let (Pj(a) be the empirical transform of the sojourn time in state i ; that is, if
S
A
(i), S2(i), S>yf (i)




(a) = (1/Mj) I EXP (a x Sk (i) ). (eqn 2.27)
k=l
The asymptotic renewal estimator of the survival distribution [Ref. 3] is
PA {D>t} = (b/|l) EXP(-K x t). (eqn 2.28)
A
where K. is the solution to the equation





a (1-9) - 1- 2 a
H = v v [Sk (l) + S:(2)} EXP(K(Sv (l) + S-(2))}. (eqn 2.30)
1 Tt=li = l
q)
1




b = (0;8/K) <pj(K). (eqn 2.32)
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Note that when a = 0, the left hand side of the equation (2.29) is - 0< 0. As
a increases, the left hand side of the equation increases to oo, thus there is a unique
solution k. The solution may be found by numerical search. One possible numerical
search procedure is the golden section search.method.
3. Empirical Distribution estimate
Let dp d-,, , d^- denote the observed times of absorption in state for the N
individuals. A binomial estimator for the survivor function is
N
PB {D>t} = (1/N) J l(t>00) (d.) (eqn2.33)
k=l
where l(





C. CONFIDENCE INTERVAL PROCEDURE
Suppose X is a random variable whose probability law depends on an unknown
parameter 0. Given a random sample of X: Xj, x->,.---, x the two statistics lower (L)
and upper (U) form a 100(1 - a)% confidence interval for if
P{L < < U} > 1 - a.
Procedures to obtain confidence intervals for the point estimates for In P{D>t}
are given below.
1. Maximum Likelihood Estimator
The maximum likelihood estimator is asymptotically normal as the number of
individuals N becomes large, [Ref. 4]. For a fixed t, the maximum likelihood
confidence interval for In P{D> t} is
{ L , U } = In PM{D>t) ±z i .aj2 (VVarM ) / (PM {D<t}). (eqn 2.34)
A
where Var^ is obtained by using the maximum likelihood estimator of 0, pv and p2 in
equation (2.11) - (2.26). Confidence limits that are larger than are set equal to 0.
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2. Empirical Distribution of First Passage Time ( Binomial and Normal Approx.
Confidence Interval Methods )
a. Binomial Confidence Interval
Since the N individuals are assumed independent, the estimator Pg{D>t)
of equation (2.33) has a binomial distribution with N trials and probability of success
P(D> t}. The IMSL routine BELBIN was used to obtain binomial confidence intervals
for P{D>t}. For a description of the procedure see [Ref. 5: p. 390 - 391]. The binomial
confidence interval for In P(D>t] is obtained bv taking loaanthms of the upper and
lower confidence limits. If the lower confidence limits for Pg (D> t} is equal to 0. it is
set equal to 0.0001.
b. Approximate Normal Confidence Interval.
If the number of individuals N is large, the binomial confidence interval
procedure can be approximated by a normal confidence interval procedure as follows,
[Ref. 6: p.99 - 100 . p.954 - 955]. The interval is
( L , U } = PB (D>t} ^Va^VVarg (eqn 2.35)
where
VarB
= ( l/N){PB (D>t}x ( [. PB
This interval { L , U } is an approximate 100(1 - a)% confidence interval for P[D>t}.
The interval for In P(D> t} is { In L , In U }. If either L or U is less than 0, it is set
equal to 0.0001. If either L or U is greater than 1, it is set equal to 1.
3. Asymptotic Renewal Procedure
In this subsection, two nonparametric methods are described for obtaining
A
confidence interval using the estimator P^ ;D>t}. One is the jackknife. The other is
the bootstrap. They are described below.
a. Jackknife Estimation Method
The jackknife was first introduced by Quenouille (1956) [Ref. 7], for the
purpose of reducing the estimate bias, and the procedure was later utilized by Tukey
(1958) [Ref. 8], to develop a general method for obtaining approximace confidence
intervals.
The basic idea of the jackknife estimation method is to assess the effect of each
of the groups into which the data have been divided, not by the results for that
19
jroup alone, but rather through the effect upon the bodv of data that results
rom omitting that eroup. The two bases of the
lesired captation for all the data, and then, aft
,ve make the calculations for each of the slightly
by leaving out just one of the groups. [Ref.l?]
The jackknife procedure is as follows:
A
(1) Let Yan (t) be the estimate P^(D> t} computed using all the data.
(2) Let Y: (t) be the computed statistic using that data which omits the j
subgroup where j = 1, 2 , k. In this thesis, for the case in which the
number of individuals N equals 20 the j subgroup consists of all data
f h
corresponding to the j individual. For the case in which the number of
individuals N equals 50 the first subgroup consists of all data corresponding to
the first 5 individuals, the second subgroup of the second 5 individuals etc.
Some cases for N = 50 were run with the j subgroup consisting of the j
individual. The resulting confidence intervals differed little from .those obtained
by leaving out 5 individuals at time. Computational considerations lead us to
use the fewer number of subgroups in this case.
(3) Define the j
1
"- pseudo-value by
Y*j(t) = k In Y
all
(t) - (k-1) In Y:(t). (eqn 2.36)
(4) The jackknife estimator Y*(t) is
Y*(t)= (1/k) {Y* (t) +Y* (t)+ 4-Y* (t)}. (eqn 2.37)
1 2 k
(5) The jackknife estimator of the variance of Y* (t) is
S*2(t) = [l/(k (k-1))} £ (Y*j(t) - Y*(t))2 . (eqn 2.38)
j=l
Tukey(1958) proposes that in a wide variety of problems the k estimated
pseudo-values can be treated as approximately independent and identically
distributed random variables [Ref. 8], to obtain the following confidence
interval procedure.
(6) The jackknife confidence interval is computed as follows.
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{ L , U } - Y*(t) ± tj.a/2 VS*
2(t) (eqn 2.39)
where t, «/, is the upper 1- a/2 critical point of the t-distribution with k-1
' degrees of freedom. The confidence interval given by equation (2.39) is a
function of the estimated variance. If either confidence limit is greater than 0,
it is set equal to 0.
b. Bootstrap Estimation Method
Efron(1979) introduced the bootstrap method for estimating the
distribution of a statistic computed from observations, [Ref. 10]. In this thesis, the
bootstrap was implemented as follows.
Suppose data are gathered for N individuals. Let Rp(n) be the number of
transitions from state 1 to state 2 for individual n. Let [S^(i)} be the collection of all
sojourn times in state i for all individuals. A bootstrap replication is generated as
follows: To generate data for one individual, one observation is 'drawn at random with
replacement from (Rp(n)}; call the observation r,,; r,,"*" 1 observations are drawn at
random with replacement from the collection of state 1 sojourn times (Sj.(l)}; rp
observations are drawn at random with replacement from the collection of sojourn
times in state 2, (Si,(2)}. This procedure is replicated N times to generate bootstrap
data for N individuals. The estimator In P^ [D>t} is computed using the generated
data. This completes one bootstrap replication; B bootstrap replications are done.
A
The B estimates of In P A {D>t}are ordered. A 100x(l-a)% confidence interval isn A
constructed using the a/2 and 1 - a/2 quantiles of the bootstrap estimates of In P^
{D>t}. If either confidence limit is larger than 0, it is set equal to 0. In the
simulations the number of bootstrap replications is B = 100.
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III. ANALYSIS OF THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL PROCEDURES
A. DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATION
A Fortran program is written to simulate the semi-Markov process and compute
the confidence interval. All simulations are carried out on an IBM 3033AP Computer
at the Naval Postgraduate School using the LLRANDOM II Random number
generating package [Ref. 13].
The data for the simulated experiments are generated as follows:
(1) An individual starts in state 1 at time 0.
(2) A random number with distribution F
1
is generated for the sojourn time in
state 1.
(3) A uniform random number is generated.
If it less than 9. the process transitions to state and the data for one individual is
complete. If it is greater than 9. the process transitions to state 2. A random number
having distribution function F^ is generated. The procedure then returns to step 2.
Data are generated for N individuals and are collected as follows:
(1) The passage times to state for each individual;
(2) The sojourn times in states 1 and 2 for each individual:
(3) The number of transitions from state 1 to state 2 for each individual.
For each replication of the simulation the estimates and confidence interval in
Chapter II are computed for In P{D>t}. Each simulation is replicated 300 times. The
true In P(D>t} is computed. For each procedure, the number of confidence intervals
covering the true value is recorded.
The number of individuals that are too low ( true In P(D>t}>LT ; the upper
endpoint of the interval ) and too high ( true In P(D> t} < L; the lower endpoint of the
interval ) are also recorded. The average length of the confidence interval is computed
as well as the standard deviation of the lengths. The standard deviation is computed by
subtracting the mean length from each length, squaring the results, summing over the
300 lengths and finally divided by 299.
22
B. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR THE EXPONENTIAL MODEL.
In this section results will be reported for a simulation experiment in which the
sojourn time distributions in both states are exponential; Fj is exponential with mean
1/pj and F2 is exponential with mean 1/ p2 . Some true values for P(D> t} for this case
can be found in Appendix A.
For each replication nominal 80%, and 90 % confidence intervals for In P{D> t}
for various values for t are computed using each procedure of Chapter II. The times
considered are t =0.5, 1.0. 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0.
The confidence interval procedures for In P[D>t} are the binomial confidence
interval (= BIN ), and it's approximating normal confidence interval (= NOR ), for
the In fraction of individuals who have not entered state by time t: the maximum
likelihood confidence interval (= MLE ), jackknife confidence interval for the
asymptotic renewal estimator (= J.K ), and bootstrap confidence interval for the
asymptotic renewal estimator ( = • B.T ). For each procedure the number of intervals
covering the true value of In P [D>t} is recorded as well as the number of intervals
that are too high or too low. These results are reported in Tables 1, 3, 5 and 7. Next to
each coverage count are given the corresponding coverage proportion in parenthesis.
Below the coverage numbers is given a 95% confidence intervals for the coverage rates.
This interval is computed as follows. If P is the proportion of (l-a)% intervals that
cover the true value then a 95% confidence interval for the coverage rate is
{ CL , CU } = P ± 1.96V P (1- P )/300.
If a (l-a)% confidence interval procedure is performing well, then this interval should
cover about (l-a)% of the time. In addition, if a 80% (respectively 90%) confidence
interval procedure is working well, then out of 300 replications between 226
(respectively 260) and 254 (respectively 280) confidence intervals should cover the true
value. Simulations for which the numbers of intervals that cover are outside of these
bounds are given in bold type. In the first column of Tables 1, 3, 5 and 7 the true
?{D> t} is given in parentheses.
In Tables 2, 4, 6 and 8 are recorded the average length of the confidence intervals
for In P{D>t}. The estimated standard deviation of the length is below the average
length in parenthesis. If a procedure is performing well, it should not only have the
correct coverage rate but also a small average length. The simulation results recorded
in Tables 1 - 4 are for a simulation whose parameter values are p. = 1.0, p = 10.0 and
23
8 = 0.5. The number of individuals N is set at 20 and 50, representing a low and
moderate number of individuals.
Coverage results for N = 50 individuals are presented in Table 1. The binomial
confidence interval procedure tends to overcover. The maximum likelihood procedure
has the right coverage for all cases. The two confidence interval procedures using the
asymptotic renewal estimators undercover for t< 1.0 and have the right coverage for
t> 1.5. When a jackknife confidence interval does not cover it is often because it is too
high (true value < L ).
Sample means and variance of the confidence interval lengths, for N = 50
individuals, are reported in Table 2. The average lengths for the maximum likelihood
and bootstrap are very close for t larger than 1.0. The bootstrap and jackknife
procedures have larger average confidence interval lengths than those for the maximum
likelihood estimator but smaller than for the binomial procedure.
Results for a simulation with N = 20 individuals are given in Tables 3 and 4.
They are similiar to those in Tables 1 and 2. However, the average length of the
intervals is larger in Table 4 than in Table 2 retlecting the smaller number of
individuals.
Results of a simulation with the same parameters as the first but with the 9 =
2/3 are given in Tables 5 - 3. Results for N = 50 individuals are given in Tables 5 and
6. The coverage results are in Table 5. The binomial procedure has better coverage
than in Table 1. The procedure based on the asymptotic renewal estimators have the
correct coverage only for t > 2.0. The average length of the intervals in Table 6 are in
general longer than the lengths in Table 2.
Results for a simulation with 9= 2/3 and N = 20 individuals are given in Table
7 and 8. The binomial confidence interval tends to overcover when the true probability
is greater than 0.5241 or less than 0.2753. Once again the confidence intervals based
on the asymptotic renewal procedure undercover for t < 2.0. The maximum likelihood
confidence intervals give the correct coverage.
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TABLE 1
COVERAGE RATIO (EXP MODEL)
N = 50, 8= 0.5, Pj = 1.0, p2 = 10.0















































































































































































































































































































LENGTH OF C.I FOR In P(D> t} (EXPONENTIAL MODEL}
N = 50, 6 = 0.5, p/= 1.0, p2 = 10.0
time C.I (%) BIN NOR m'le J.K B.T



























































































































COVERAGE RATIO (EXP MODEL)

























































































































































































































































































































LENGTH OF C.I FOR In P{D<t} (EXPONEN1
N = 20, 6 = 0.5, p. = 1.0, p 2 = 10.0
X TIAL MODEL)
1
time C.I (%) BIN NOR MLE J.K B.T




























































































































'ERAGE RATIO (EXP MODEL)
= 50,6=2/3, pj = 1.0, P2 = 10.0






















































































































































































































































































































LENGTH OF C.I FOR In P{D>t] (EXPONENTIAL MODEL)N= 50, 6 = 273, P/-T.0, P2 =10.0
time CI (%) BIN NOR MLE J.K B.T


























































































































COVERAGE RATIO (EXP MODEL)
N = 20, 9 = 2/3, p L = 1.0, p2 = 10.0






















































































































































































































































































































.I FOR 'nP(D>t} (EXPONENTIAL MODEL)
= 20, 6 = 2,3, p/= 1.0, p2 = 10.0
time C.I (%) BIN NOR MLE J.K B.T

























































































































The robustness of the estimates in Chapter II was studied with respect to an
incorrect model assumption about the distribution of the sojourn time in state 1. In
the previous simulations, the maximum likelihood estimator used the known correct
model.
The data for the simulation experiment in this section is generated from the
following three state semi-Markov process: Individuals start in state 1 at t = 0. The
probability of a transition to state is 0, and to state 2 is 1-6. From state 2, the
probability of a transition to state 1 is 1. State is an absorbing state. The sojourn
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time in state 2 is exponential with mean l/p2 . The sojourn time in state 1 is the sum of
two independent exponentials with means 1/p, and 1/p,; that is, the sojourn time in
state 1 has a hypoexponential distribution. The same Fortran program for the
simulation is used but slightly modified for the above change. The data generated are
analyzed by the same Fortran programs for each estimator as in the first section. In
particular, the maximum likelihood estimator assumes the sojourn time in state 1 has
an exponential distribution rather than the true hypoexponential distribution.
For the first simulation results reported in Tables 9 to 12, parameter values of p,
= 2.0, p2
= 10.0, p 3
= 2.0, and 8 = 0.5 are used. Again two different numbers of
individuals are used; they are 20 and 50. The simulation is replicated 300 times, the
coverage numbers and the average lengths of the confidence intervals are computed.
The actual value of the survival function is computed by inverting the Laplace
transform of the passage time to state for the semi-Markov process. Some computed
values of the survivor function can be found in Appendix B.
Table 9 reports coverage results for the case N = 50 individuals. The use of the
incorrect model for the maximum likelihood estimator leads to the majority of the
intervals being too low for t = 0.5 and t= 1.0. The binomial confidence interval has a
slight tendency to overcover. The confidence interval based on the asymptotic renewal
estimator undercover for t = 0.5 and t = 1.0. For larger values of t they have the
correct coverage. The results for the jackknife and bootstrap individuals are similar to
those in Table 1. Table 10 reports the average lengths of the confidence intervals. The
average lengths for the maximum likelihood procedure are similar to those of Table 2.
For the other procedures, the average lengths are smaller.
Results of the simulation experiment for N = 20 individuals are given in Table
11 and 12. Table 11 shows the coverage results. The maximum likelihood procedure
undercovers for t = 0.5 and t= 1.0 and overcovers for t= 1.5 and t = 2.0. The binomial
procedure once again tends to overcover. The procedures based on the asymptotic
renewal estimator have the correct coverage for all t except t = 0.5. The average lengths
of the intervals are given in Table 12.
Tables 13 to 16 report results of simulation of a semi-Markov model with 0= 2/3
but with the other parameters the same; Pj = 2.0, p 2 = 10.0, p 3 = 2.0 .
Results for N = 20 individuals appear in Tables 15 and 16. The confidence
intervals based on the asymptotic renewal estimator have the correct coverage for all t
except 0.5 and 1.0. The results are similar to chose of Tables 11 and 12.
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TABLE 9
COVER-AGE RATIO (HYPOEXP MODEL)
N = 50, 6 = 0.5, p 2 = 2.0, p2 - 10.0, p 3 = 2.0



























































































































































































































































































































OF C.I FOR In P(D> tHHYPOEXP MODEL)
= 50,8 = 0.5,p
1
= !2.0,p2 =10.0,p 3 = 2.0
time C.I (%) BIN NOR MLE J.K B.T


























































































































COVERAGE RATIO (HYPOEXP MODEL)
N = 20,6= 0.5, Pj = 2.0, p2* 10.0, p 3 = 2.0
























































































































































































































































































































3 FOR In P(D> t}(HYPOEXP MODEL)
= 20,6 = 0.5,pj = 2.0,p2 = 10.0,p 3 = 2.0
time C.I (%) BIN NOR MLE J.K B.T


























































































































OVERAGE RATIO (HYPOEXP MODEL)
N = 50,6 = 2/3, p
x
= 2.0, p 2 =10.0.p 3 =2.0
co\



















































































































































































































































































































LENGTH OF C.I FOR In P[D> t}(HYPOEXP MODEL)
N = 50,e = 2 ( 3 )p 1 = 2.0,p2 =10.0,P3 = 2.0
time C.I (%) BIN NOR MLE J.K B.T


























































































































COVERAGE RATIO (HYPOEXP MODEL)
N = 20,9 = 2/3, Pj = 2.0, p2 =10.0,p 3 = 2.0










































































































































































































































































































LENGTH OF C.I FOR In P{D> t}(HYPOEXP MODEL)
N - 20,6 = 2/3,p
1
= 2.0,p2 =10.0,p 3 = 2.0
time C.I (%) BIN NOR MLE J.K B.T


























































































































This thesis considers the problem of estimating the log probability for a semi-
Markov process which does not enter a particular state before time t.
Simulation is used to study procedures for obtaining confidence intervals for the
In probability a semi- Markov process enters a fixed state after time t. The data arise
from observing N individuals. Three estimators and associated confidence interval
procedures are compared: The three estimators use different amounts of information
about the process. The maximum likelihood estimator and its normal confidence
interval uses the most information. An estimator based on the observed first passage
times uses the least. An estimator based on an exponential approximation to the
survivor function of the first passage time uses an intermediate amount of information;
confidence intervals for this last estimator are obtained using jackknife and bootstrap
procedures. The simulation results indicate the following.
(1) Larger numbers of individuals result in smaller average confidence interval
lengths.
(2) The binomial confidence interval tends to overcover. This is true in general
since the target coverage probability is a lower bound on the true coverage
probability. They also tend to have larger average length.
(3) The maximum likelihood confidence intervals have the correct coverage if the
model on which they are based is correct. If the model is incorrect they can
either overcover or undercover.
(4) If a jackknife interval does not cover the true value the interval will tend to
be 'too high'.
(5) The confidence intervals using the asymptotic renewal estimator have the
correct coverage for largish t.
(6) The bootstrap confidence interval requires much more computation than the
jackknife confidence interval. Since the results for the jackknife and bootstrap











=10.0 Pl = 1.0.p 2 = 2.0 Pj- 1.0^2*" l0 -°
9 = 0.5 = 0.5 = 0.6667
0.0 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
0.5 0.7866 0.7968 0.7231
1.0 0.6203 0.6503 0.5241
1.5 0.4891 0.5351 0.3799
2.0 0.3S57 0.4415 * 0.2753
2.5 - 0.3042 0.3646 0.1995
3.0 0.2399 0.3012 0.1446
3.5 0.1S91 0.2488 0.1048
4.0 0.1492 0.2055 0.0~60
4.5 0.1176 0.1698 0.0551
5.0 0.0928 0.1403 0.0399
5.5 0.0731 0.1159 0.0289
6.0 0.0577 0.0957 0.0210
6.5 0.0455 0.0791 0.0152
7.0 0.0359 0.0653 0.0110
7.5 0.0283 0.0540 0.0080
8.0 0.0223 0.0446 0.005S
8.5 0.0176 0.0368 0.0042
9.0 0.0139 0.0304 0.0030
The sojourn time in state 1 has an exponential distribution with mean l/p*. The
sojourn time in state 2 has an exponential distribution with mean l/pr
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APPENDIX B






=10.0 Pl = 2.0,p 2 =2.0 p 1 = 2.0,p2 =10.0
p^ = 2.0 .0 = 0.5 pr = 2.0 .6 = 0.5 p, = 2.0.8 =
0.666''
0.0 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
0.5 0.8652 0.8670 0.8214
1.0 0.6743 0.6897 0.5788




2.5 0.2992 0.3268 0.1783
3.0 0.2278 0.2952 0.1197
3.5 0.1734 0.2402 0.0804
4.0 0.1320 0.1954 0.0540
4.5 0.1005 0.1590 0.0363
5.0 0.0765 0.1293 0.0244
5.5 0.0582 0.1052 0.0164
6.0 0.0443 0.0856 0.0110
6.5 0.0337 0.0697 0.0074
7.0 0.0257 0.0567 0.0050
7.5 0.0196 0.0461 0.0033
8.0 0.0149 0.0375 0.0022
8.5 0.0113 0.0305 0.0015
9.0 0.0086 0.0248 0.0010
The sojourn time in state 1 is the sum of exponential distribution with mean 1/p,




AVERAGE LENGTH OF C.I FOR P{D>T}
Recorded in the Appendix are the average length of confidence intervals for
P{D>t} corresponding to those given in the thesis for In P(D>t}. If a confidence limit
is greater than 1, it is set equal to 1. If a confidence limit is less than 0, it is set equal
to 0. The results are similar to those in the previous tables.
TABLE IS
LENGTH OF C.I FOR P[D>t} (EXPONENTIAL MODEL)
N = 50, 6 = 0.5, p\ = 1.0, p2 = 10.0
time C.I'(%) BIN NOR VILE J.K B.T


























































































































LENGTH OF C.I FOR P[D>t} (EXPONENTIAL MODEL)
N = 20. 8 = 0.5, Pi = 1.0, p: = 10.0
time C.I (%) BIN NOR MLE J.K B.T


























































































































LENGTH OF C.I FOR P(D>t} (EXPONENTIAL MODEL)
N = 50,8-2/3, Pj- 1.0, p2 =10.0
time C.I (%) BIN NOR MLE J.K B.T


























































































































LENGTH OF C.I FOR P{D>t} (EXPONENTIAL MODEL)
N = 20, 6 = 2/3, Pj-1.0, p 2 = 10.0
time C.I (%) BIN NOR MLE J.K B.T



























































































































LENGTH OF C.I FOR PfD>t) (HYPOEXP MODEL)
N = 50,0 = 0.5, pj = 2.0, p2 = 10.0, p 3 = 2.0
time C.I (%) BIN NOR MLE J.K B.T



























































































































N = 20, 9 = 0.5, p j = 2.0, p 2 = 10.0, p 5 = 2.0
LENGTH OF CI FO P{D> t} (HYPOEXP MODEL)
8 :
time C.I (%) BIN NOR MLE J.K B.T


























































































































:tTH OF C.I FOR P{D>t} (HYPOEXP MO
N = 50,6 = 2,3, p, = 2.0, P2=10.0, p 3 = 2.0
time C.I (%) BIN NOR NILE J.K B.T


























































































































LENGTH OF C.I FOR P(D>t) (HYPOEXP MODEL)
N = 20, 0=2,3. p, = 2.0, p2= 10.0, p 3 = 2.0
time C.I (%) BIN NOR MLE J.K B.T
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